
eSOne™ InstaNote reinvents the way we 
document clinical information, harnessing the 
power of cutting-edge Generative AI to effortlessly 
transform clinical encounters into comprehensive 
medical documentation. Our innovative solution, 
integrated into the eSOne platform, guarantees 
a seamless and intuitive experience, available on 

both web and mobile platforms. Say goodbye 
to tedious workflows and hello to a new era of 
efficient, intelligent healthcare documentation 
with eSOne InstaNote. 

eSOne InstaNote saves you time and money while 
improving quality.

Real-time completion of clinical 
documentation using generative AI 
technology

Automatically generate preliminary 
clinical documentation from patient-
clinician conversations or dictation

Front-end speech and voice commands 
within the eSOne platform

Uses eSOne platform workflow and 
interfaces with EHR to seamlessly enter 
data without additional administrative 
tasks

eSOne™ InstaNote: Rethinking Healthcare 
Documentation with AI-Powered Precision

Features Benefits
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As part of the eSOne platform, there’s no 
new training or change management 
required to get started

Reduce clinician burden by 50%: Ability 
to provide additional services, such as 
Orders, Pre-Charting, and Care Plans

User-friendly solution: Simplified 
interface for easy adoption across web or 
mobile apps 

Improved patient experience: Eliminates 
distraction for physicians with recording 
and capturing all necessary information 
and taking notes real time during patient 
visits
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Save up to 90 
minutes of 
documentation 
time daily

Additional 
revenue 
potential up to 
$10k monthly

Reduce 
provider 
burnout up 
to 75%

Save up to 50% 
of current 
documentation 
costs
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